Americans Need To Abandon Gun Keeping To Stop Gun
Violence
In America guns have been in our everyday lives. Guns have affected so many families.
Everyday there are people who die from guns. The government should have different ways of
gun control. There are schools getting shot up and nothing have been done about it. Parents
are sending their child to learn but they get a call from the school saying there child school got
shot up. According to Molly Ivins article “Get a Knife, Get a Dog, but Get Rid of Guns”, she
states “The argument that guns don’t kill people is patent nonsense”. In agreement with Ivins,
she states the truth guns kill many people and we shouldn’t have it.
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In Ivins essay, she explains that whoever wants guns should only use it for target shooting,
hunting, or pattling rattleshack. She also mentions how many family argue and they bring out
guns and shoot each other. That shouldn’t be allowed at people house. It scary how anybody
can buy a gun anywhere from anybody. We as American people need to find a stricter law for
guns. In agreement with Ivins when she mention guns should be for military, armed forces, and
the National Guards only because they protect our country. We have so many people dying
from guns and kids are dying so young from guns as well. Ivins mentions guns have the power
to kill anyone, In agreement with her because guns do kill so many people. Anyone can pick a
gun can kill someone. Even though we have the second amendment a part of the Bills of Right.
We as Americans should know to put the guns down and stop killing innocent people. The
second amendment is protecting us Americans. Ivins says “A well regulated militia” surely
implies both training and long discipline. That is the least, the very least, that should be required
of those who are permitted to have guns, because gun is literally to power to kill”. Ivins means
the military should have guns because they will protect us. She also is saying guns have power
to kill anyone. Ivins also mentions “guns don’t kill people” is patent nonsense. Anyone who has
ever worked in a cop shops knows how many family argument end in murder because three
was gun in the house”. Ivin is explaining how families who argue leds to them to killing each
other and that shouldn’t allowed. She also says people who works as cop knows how guns kill
people.
America has the most gun violence than all nations. Ivins says “Ban the damn thing. Ban them
all. You want protection? Get a dog”. Ivins was stating how people shouldn't need guns if they
want protection they should should get a dog. Anyone can buy a gun and kill anybody so they
should illegal. Anybody can buy a gun from someone and that dangerous. Ivin’s also says “By
the time someone who studies the martial arts become a master- literally able to kill with bare
hand- that person has also undergone years of training and discipline. But any fool can pick up
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a gun and kill with it”. Ivins is saying how study marital take time to learn it but when it comes to
guns anyone can pick it up and kill anyone. For guns you really don’t need to learn anything
there a button and touch and kill someone. The past years gun violence has drastically went up.
People have been killing each with guns. People say guns shouldn’t be ban but there are kids
and adults who die from guns for being at a place at the wrong time. Ivins says “We do,
however, license them and their owners, restrict their use to presumably sane and sober adults,
and keep track of who sells them to whom. At a minimum, we should do the same with”. Ivin is
saying how we should do do more background for people who wants guns. We shouldn't give
guns to anybody. Letting citizens have guns without no background cause more violence, even
if we give background, some people will lie. To improve gun violence we need stricter laws and
more police force.
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Another source is “Guns are the problem’: activists get tough on gun control after Vegas”
which discuss the gun violence happening across America. Ivins says in the article how guns
shouldn't be allowed and she said we should have stricter background checks. In the same
source “Requiring background check on every gun sale- rather than just as current federal law
requires has been the major policy goal of most American gun control groups in recent years”
by Lois Beckett published by The Guardian on October 5, 2017. Both articles are both agreeing
on getting stricter gun control laws and giving a gun to anybody. That show innocent people.
Furthermore, Ivins tells guns should be for law enforcement and military. She also says gun
shouldn’t be allowed at all if you want the protection get a dog or knife. In this source it discuss
“The Las Vegas shooter, Stephen Paddock, had no serious criminal record, and a local gun
store said he had passed a background check before buying some of his guns” by Lois Beckett
published by The Guardian on October 5, 2017. The article is saying the Vegas shooter got and
gun and had a background check and still got accepted for getting a gun and 58 people got
killed. Ivins also is stating America should have stricter gun control laws. Also in the article it
says “Nobody saw any red flags. Nobody thought anything was wrong with him” Volinsky said
thought of Paddock. “It’s not enough to just limit the kind of people who own guns. You have to
go to after the hun themselves. Gun are the problem” by Lois Beckett published by The
Guardian on October 5, 2017. The article was saying how they didn’t see no warning signs and
he still killed 58 people. Both articles is saying we need more strict laws and the government
need to do more. Ivins says how anyone can be killed with a gun anytime.
Finally, in the essay “Get a knife, Get a Dog, but Get Rid of Guns” by Molly Ivins, she has a
belief of gun shouldn’t be allowed if you want protection you can get a dog or knife. She makes
a good statement “Guns do kill. Unlike cars, that is all they do”. She is saying how cars don’t
really kill you do like guns kill you. She is correct we shouldn't be having guns there have been
so much school shooting going on in the world and so many people dying. That we should have
stricter laws. Us as Americans should know to not to kill innocent people.
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